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SECTION ONE 

1.1 Introduction 

This dissertation was designed· to shed some light on broad 
issues concerning special collections i~university l~braries. 
To this end the special collections held by the Libraries of the 
Universities of Nottingham.and Warwick have been examined 
(throughout, references concerning Nottingham. are to the humanf
ties ·and social. sciences library, and not to any other of the 
constituent parts of the University Library as a whole). These 

. particular institutions were chosen for reasons of proximity and 
of personal contacts, not because they are held to be in any way 
typical of special - or, perhaps 'research' -. collections in this 
field. 

Nor was the exercise designed. specifically as a comparison. 
A:true comparison can only be made of like with like, and the 
Libraries of Warwick and Nottingham, together with their special 
collections, are not, to use the phrase of Humphreys, "similar in 
gene si sand in character" (1). Inevi tab1y compari sons are drawn 
during the course of this work,as a means of highlighting the 
specific experience of each institution: however, given the limi
ted validity of direct comparison between each institution, the 
contrasts have been kept implicit in the text rather than explicit. 

1.2 Definitions 

The phrase 'special collection' is open to a number of inter
pretati ons. For present purposes the comment of Cave has been taken 
as a sta rti ng-poi nt: 
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"The tenninoZogy is not particularly important, as 
Zongas it is recognized that lJe are deaUng with 
a special category.of Ubrarymaterials (which of 
course need not. be books) whose acquisition, tech
nicaZ processing, storage ande:r:pZoitation aU 
caU for different .. treatmentfrom the run-of-the-
mill stock of the Ubrary". (2) 

Th.is is adequate as a. rough rule Of thumb. However, not all 
of these conditions need apply all the.time.The acquisition of 
material could be quite run-of-the-mill' without.the collection 
to which that material is,added ,becoming any less "special". 
The printed material on '0 H Lawrence at Nottingham University 
Library is a case in point. 

Likewise, the 'storage' aspect is not so simple as Cave 
suggests .. True, it is useful to argue that, as a general rule, 
if it is on the open shelves, it is not a special collection. 
Thus for present.purposes the outstanding collections at Warwick 
in twentieth-century German literature and pure maths have, since 
they co-exist on.open shelves with the 'run-of-the-mill' stock, 
been dismissed as 'strengths' of the general bookstock rather 
than special collections. Similarly at Nottingham the Mellish met
eorological 'collection, ,on open shelves away from the special 
collections sections, has been classed a 'strength' of' the geo
graphy stock. 

But.to be on open shelves does not in itself prevent material 
from being 'special' in its present meaning. The definition is 
bound up too with provisions for.the exploitation of the'material, 
and a collection may be on open access and yet, by virtue of a 
complement,of staff devoted specifically to its, exploitation and 
administration, be 'special'. The Warwick statistics collection 
and the Nottingham East Midlands collection fall into this category. 

Furthermore, certain material which is on,closed access and 
termed 'special collections' has been virtually ignored for present 
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purposes. The special collections dealt with in this work are 
those which have some sort of internal' coherence either because 
they havebeen.gathered together specifically for a particular 
purpose or because of their provenance, through which they arrived 
at the library as "libraries'" in themselves. A completely different 
collection.are the books which 'Humphreys identifies (3) as acquired 
from diverse sources. and later gathere~ together for administrative 
and securitY.reasons. Thus the 'special collections' collection 
in the Nottingham special. collections department and the material 
contained in the 'special collections room' at Warwick are only 
lightly touched on here, since they are not. strictly 'collections' 
'at all but assemblages of items too valuable to be left on open 
access shelving. 

A final point to mention is' that throughout this piece of work 
'special collections' is a phrase interpreted to embrace both prin
ted and manuscript collections. It would be too simplistic to argu.e 
that printed sources are the province ofHbrar.ians, manuscript of c 

archivists, and it would beimpossible.~o gainan accurate picture of 
a university libraty's commitment to, and preoccupation with, 
research material. if one was to.consider either one or the other 
but not both. In. the case of each 1 i brary under consideration a 
major element of its 'special' significance as a centre for academic 
research lies in collections of original sources. 

1.3 'A note on the literature 

'The amount of literature on special collections relevant to 
the present purpose has not. been found to be extensive. Cave (4) 
is an adequate. introduction to the area •. Humphreys (5) is 'parti
cularly interesting insofar as he differentiates, as we have seen, 
between different types of special collection: in this he has 
exerted influence on the definitionswithin which the present work 
has been planned. 
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A useful account, one might even say.a model account insofar 
as the present work is based' on a model (Which is not very far) is 
that of Cox.(6), a case-study of the Brotherton . Library, University 
of Leeds. Also stimulating was the work of Inns (7). The journal 
Archives.recently contained three papers concerned with support of 
the national heritage by national f~nds: these shed valuable light 
on an area which can often appear 'confu~ed (8). 

Some time was spent examining' recent American accounts of work 
in. the field of special collections. These have been included in 
the cibliography because if' they are of little relevance to current 
practice in Britain, they at least contain new ideas and a different 
perspective on the functions and responsibilities of the special 
collections librarian and/or archivist (9). 

The bulk of the literature used for this piece of work is 
material which has emanated from the institutions themselves, in 
the form, ei ther, of annual reports and readers ' . gui des, or of 
published and unpublished accounts .of their work by the librarians 
and archivists concerned. In addition to this there have been 
valuable personal interviews at Warwick and Nottingham, face-to-face 
and by telephone, which,have helped. to'cr.eate an accurate picture 
of the work undertaken' by the rel evant sections of the Li braries, 
and to reveal some of the preoccupations of the staff in charge 
of such sections. 

1.4 .Jhe pattern of this work 

The dissertation falls into two main. parts. The first, Section 
Two, concerns the development of the special collections under 
review; the second~ Section.Three, is a discussion of different 
aspects of policy and practice in the special collections reviewed 
here, under the broad title of 'Attitudes'. 
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Broadly. spealdng Section. Two concerns itself with the past, 
Section Three with. the present. Much of the material has been 
obtained from ·the mouths.of.those in charge of the special collec
tions. This is particularly true. in the.case of Section Three, in 
its concern with preseilt"practice;. and it is to be hoped that this 
will go some way 'towards explaining the somewhat loosely-structured 
nature of the section entitled 'Attitudes'. 

1.5 What!special collections? 

1. UniveFsity of' Nottingham Library 

Special collections at the University Library can be said to 
have developed shortly after the.removal 'of the University College 
to its Highfields site, where initial building work was finished 
in 1928. Part of the. suite of buildings provided for by the Boot 
largesse.was.a library, the first the college had possessed. 
Hitherto it had.relied on the resources.of ~ottingham City Library 
adjacent to its original .site.in Shakespeare Street, Nottingham. 

The University Library has. included a local history collection 
from its earliest days - it was already "in the process of formation" 
by 1931 (10) - and to this.day the East'Midlands collection of 
material on the historic counties of Derby, Leicester, Lincoln, 
Nottingham and Rutland forms the bulk of the special collections 
department. 

Other collections have accrued.to the department. Foremost 
among these is the Briggs Collection.of early educational material, 
amassed, presented. and endowed by Or W G Briggs. Two collections 
were presented to. the Library by.Cambridge City .Li brary in 1960: 
they are now known as ·the . Cambridge Shakespeare Collection 
(primarHy eighteenth .and nineteenth century editions of Shakes
peare) and the Cambridge Drama Collection (mostly English plays 
from 1750 to 1850). The basis of the French Revolution Collection 
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was acquired in.the early days .. of the.Library by Professor Owen 

(Librarian 1928-3l).and Mr Flack (Librarian 1931-58), from the 

duplicates available from the.Crawford··Library, and subsequently 

by purchase (.11); it.contains many.contemporary pamphlets and 

·books. The D H Lawrence·Collection·comprises.editions of works by 

Lawrence together with material on.him. The Coventry Patmore 

Collection is similarly. a collection of works by and about the poet, 

built up mainly during the 1930's; The'basis oLtheParker Woodward 

Collection isWoodwarid's Baconian Library, presented'in 1945 by his 

son. 

The department houses two'parish li braries: that of Oakham, 

received on 'deposit in 1980 and that of .Elston, recently received 

from the County Library where it had been on deposit since the 

1950's. 

Finally the department houses. so-called "special. collections": 
that is, "books of unusual. rarity and value ..... all books pr.inted 

before 1701 are placed here,' together with examples of fine printing 

and some literary first editions". (12) 

The other half.of 'special.collections' activity at Nottingham 

is contained in the Manuscripts'Department, designated a department 

in its own right in 1958 (13). 

Manuscripts can be said.to have .arrived, in a haphazard fashion, 

ever since the Library opened in 1928. By 1936 the manuscripts 

collection had. begun. to.assume a position of importance in the 

Library (14). Instrumental .inthe process of building up a manu

script collection was Flack's interest· in developing.a local collec

tion. When the.Historical .ManuscriptsConmission.established the 

National Register of.Archives after the war (15), Flack became 

County Secretary for the operation in'both Nottinghamshire and 

Derbyshire. He was thus. in a .prime:.position to make contact with 

local sources of archival material. ·In· 1947 an archivist was 

appointed to.the library. This' predated Records Offices appointments 
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for both the County and "City of Nottingham, a mark that the University 
acquired. material which might well have gone to public repositories 
at a later .. date. By 1950 it is clear that the major pride of the 
University. Library.was . vested :in .the·manuscriptcollections; the 
special collections of printed material· having· come to be perceived 
very much as an adjunct to original sources (16). 

The present contents· of the Manuscripts Department can be 
grouped under the following headings: 

a) family papers 
b) Church records 
c) business and trade union papers 
d) Water authority.and drainage records 
e) hospital records 
f) literary manuscripts 

2. University of Warwick Library 

Various areas of special library interest have' evolved since 
library collections. began in.1963. However, the library collection 
has evolved in such a way that there are in it no whole, separately
staffed sections such as are termed .at Nottingham·the 'manuscripts' 
or 'special collections' depattments. : Special collections at 
Warwick, for the purposes of the present. piece of work, comprise 
individual.outstanding areas of the library collection under specific 
librarians who mayor may not have. other responsibilities. 

A policy of collecting in support of lively. departments of 
politics, .. economics.and law began the nucleus of what has become 
one of the country's foremost .collections·.ofstatistics, particu
larly in the fields of trade .and finance (17). Besides serving 
the needs. of univer.sity academic .departments. the collection is the 
basis'for a commercial information'service - the 'Warwick Statistics 
Servjce' -which is an attempt to offer outside London a service 
parallel to that of the Statistics and Market Intelligence Library 
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of the Depar:tment of Trade and Industry. 

The second important collection at Warwick is known as 

Economics Working Papers. Thi.s provides' research information, in 

the form of working papers in economi cs and a collection of company 

reports, to its uni versity cl ientele in addition',to an international 

audience which it provides through its own commerCial service. 

It has no rivals:.';'. Harwick holds "what has become the national 

collection'" (18). 

Also contained in Warwick Univer.sity library is the Modern 

Records. Centre, established'in 1973 and now·the largest collection 

of primary trade. union material in the country. Its terms of 

reference are.however larger than.this would suggest: it collects 

in addition the records of employers, of pressure groups, of 

political parties, and of individuals in the sphere of British 

labour and industrial history. 

Warwick, like Nottingham, has'a number of items which are deemed 

"special collections". In the absence of a section to put them in 

they occupy their own air~conditioned room. Here are kept all early 

pri nted books, 1 imited editi ons, exampl es . of fi ne-bi nding, fi ne

printing, and so on. This is in many ways a haphazard collection 

,amassed in .this form for administrative convenience and is not 
touched upon in great. detail here since it, falls outside the present 

definitions. It.does contain items of special significance. A good 

example is the'Marandet' collection of eighteenth- and nineteenth

century French .plays (19). 
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SECTION TWO 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIAL COLLECTIONS 
IN THE UNIVERSITY. LIBRARY 

In discussing the 'development' of special collections one. 
is asking a fundamental·. question: . "How do these special collec
tions come to be in this institution .atall?" In looking for an 
answer to this question one becomes aware ofa number of different 
factors at work: personal; fjnancial; local; institutional; 
and·'chance' factors. 

2.1 Personal· factors 

a) It is difficult to underestimatethe·role.of particular 
individuals played in the inception and development of a particular 
special collection. This .may appear obvious - a special collection 
does not spring up of its own accord. But the personal influences 
justify considerable emphasis. 

Nottingham University Library is relatively old-established 
compared to Warwick.University.·Librarybut.the .. history of the 
dependence of ·eachon individualsis.similar. It is no surprise 
that what Tucker writes in·his first.Library Report.- that it is 
not possible to foresee.a time when gifts of books or money will 
not be indispensable (1) - is an echo of a statement of Flack's 
in 1948: 

"not a singLe University Ubrary. has achieved a position 
of esteem z.Jithout the assistance of numerous benefactors. 
It is con:fidenHy hoped that. at the present time more 
persons wUL come foruard to assist the Ubrary in its 
efforts to fuLfil- the great task that Ues before it". (2) 
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b) At Nottingham 

The foundation' of the Universit,y~s.special collections 

department depended cruci a lly on, commi tted i ndivi dua 1 s. 

The East Midlands Collection began 1 ife as an enthusiasm, 

on the part of the Librarians.Owen. and Flack, ,coupled with that 

of academics such. as A·C Wood; as far aS,the beginnings of 

material itself is .concerned~in 1931 the local.collection was 

attributed almost enti rely to the generosity ofMr, Granger (3). 

Likewise the enthusiasm of Owenand Flack created what is now' 

known as the 'French,'Revolution Collection .. For the Briggs Collec

tionthe University is indebted,to WG Briggs; for the Parker 

Woodward. Collection to the Woodward 'father and son - father for 

amassing the collection, son for depositing and occasionally 

adding to it; for the Coventry PatmoreCollection to the 

enthusiasm and generosity of ProfessorR,M Hewitt and Frederick 

Page (4). Cambridge City.Library--was indebted to Mr HT Hall for 

the collections of drama material .which it donated to Nottingham 

University. Li brary in.: 1960; in its turn the ,University Library 

appears indebted to .thefriendship,· through a regional committee, 

of the Cambridge .City 'Ubrarianwith the University Librarian (5). 

Quite who bought what :for.which .special. collection unti 1 the 

appointment of a. special collections, librarian in 1972 remains. 

unclear .. But,the Librarian ,of the day.(Owen, Flack and Smith), seems 

to have played.a large.role. Much of the local.collection appears 

to have. been,: housed in, the Librarian's room (6), which is areflec

tion of subject preoccupations amongst'library staff as much as it 

is a' comment on. shortage of space. 

The development, of manuscript holdings'has been crucially 

dependent on. individual donors. But,.the role of the individual 

went further. That ".lack became :local. Secretary .of the post-war 

National Register. of Archives. project: inevitably facilitated the 

flow of deposits to his own library, and the development of services 
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in the Manuscripts. Department. itself depended. on personaliti es: 

J H Hodson ,. Keeper of. the Manuscri pts . from 1958 to 1964, has been 

credited with breaking 'new ground.inexploiting manuscript mate

rial . (7). 

Hodson al so played a great part in the . development of materiial 

on D H Lawrence. The collection of Lawrence material, both printed 

and manuscript, was dependent on individuals .determined to rehabili

tate Lawrence'.s name. - notably Hodson:and"Professor Pinto. In 

1947, ·when the present Keeper arrived, .. the name of Lawrence was 

a .di~ty word .in the UniversitY'largely because.of Lawrence's 
invol vement with the former. wi fe of. Ernest. Weekley, Professor of 

French in the University College until :his retirement in 1938 (8). 

Later expansion .of·the material on .. Lawrence owed much to the work 

of Professor Boulton, whose.Projectforthe publication of Lawrence's 

works and letters was based,until his appointment at Birmingham, 

in the Manuscripts Department itself: this inevitably encouraged 

growth in the holdings of original and' reproduced manuscript 

sources (9). 

The next great addition to the Lawrence holdings at Nottingham 

depends on one man: George Lazarus, who bequeathed his collection 

as .far back as. 1964. His material was' then described. as without 

doubt the finest corpus of D H .. Lawrence .. manuscripts, letters, 

firsteditions:and.critical works in existence (10). 

c Y At WaNi ck 

From its beginning the' University .Library.was subject to 

policy decisions on.a broad level. The. Librarian' felt that any 

special collections the Library acquired·.shouldbe non-antiquarian. 
Any antiquarian material would not be' acquired in sufficient quantity, 

he felt, to make the. collection anything other than a 'museum'.: he 

wanted special collections which. people .. would feel dt'worth going 

to' as research .collections(ll). The Librarian "deliberately 
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avoided Shakespeare or .local history ·collections" (12). But it 

was felt desirable that Ha library should make every effort to 

attain distinction in some field or·other, for the sake of its 

competing·university (13). 

Itis clear that in the attainment· of such distinction per

sonal influences· were of great importance: Peter Tucker traces 

(14) the concept of·the library's statistics collection to Ken 

Mallaber, Librarian at the Board of Trade in the 1960.'s; its 

development depended on the.calculatedrisk (15) by which Warwick 

accepted. the materia 1, and on fUrther indi vi dua 1 s:; Among these 

must be noted Mr Spinney, at the British Museum Library; the 

enthusiasm of John Fletcher, then Warwick's economics librarian; 

and later Colin Offor, who did much ,to. ensure the success of the 

Statistics Service in the mid-1970's (16). 

Personal .irifluences were also at work in the formation of 
the Modern Records. Centre; The proposals put ,to ,the Leverhulme 

Trust suggesting. that the Centre be created were promoted by 
subject interests in the University in social history, politics 

and business studies, .acting together with the Industr,ial Relations 

Research· Unit (based at Warwick University) and. the University 

Library (17). The early development.,of collections at the MRC' 

also depended to a large extent ,on 'the same group of people, in 

particular,on the academics in the· IRRU. and the ,Centre for the 

Study of ,Social History, who had contacts:with organi sations up 

and down the country· (18). The importance of 'inside' knowledge 

in the early years of the MRC's collecting was crucial (19). 
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2.2 Financial factors .. 

a) At Nottingham 

Both special collections and. manuscript. collections have 
depended largely.on gifts and deposits.to the University Library. 
The departments were inaugurated :primarily for the preservation 
and exploitation of what has been given· to the University free of 
charge. 

Some purchases are made. Cer.tain areas of·the special collec
ti ons section are added tosystemati ca 11y. out of the Li brary·!s 
general funds - the East Midlands Collection,. for example, together 
with the Lawr.ence printed material .. Should the occasion arise, the 
special collections·department.might beable·to.call on library 
reserve funds as necessary for a special purchase. In the 
session 1970-71 the department was endowed with the W G Briggs 
gift of £5000 reserved for the acquisition of rare and special 
items for which provision. cannot be made from normal library funds. 

Certain purchases. for the Manuscript Department are possible 
by means of the general. funds of. the Library (20).· However much 
of the material in which the Department ·is interested is a highly 
marketable commodity .. In the case of,for example, manuscript 
material of Lawrence, purchases are possible only with aid from 
one or other of the national funds:. ·and then only if income from 
bequests made to. the Library over the years. is available to provide 
the University's share of the cost .. - for the most part its share· 
has not come out of the.ordinary recurrent library grant (21). 
Thus within the last ten years. alone, the Department has depended 
'on the governmental Purchase Grant Fund admi ni stered through the 
offices of the Victoria and Albert Museum (22) (hereinafter known 
as the Victoria and Albert Museum Grant Fund) for the purchase of 
D H Lawrence letters (in sessions 1974-75; 1978-79; 1979-80) 
and for a·Kirke White Manuscript· (1979-80); and on help from 
the Arts Council Fund administered by the Committee for Contemporary 
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Writers for a further number of Lawrence letters (1978-79). 

It is possible for an academic department to contribute to 
the purchase of. material. A good example of such an arrangement 
- in turn a. reflection of the need for flexibility in the search 
for resources with which. to make.purchases.-·comes from the 
session 1969-70. There'was' then the joint purchase on the parts 
of the Departments'of Manuscripts and Geology of a collection of 
letters from J B Pentland to the Rev William Buckland, the 
geologist (23). 

b) At Warwick 

Financi a 1 ci rcumstances at Warwi ck differ substantially from 
those at Nottingham in at 'least one·respect. Money acquired from 
external sources has. not been 'destined primarily for the purchases 
of. items otherwise beyond the budget: but for the administration 
and exploitation. of the special.collections which have been acquired 
largely by. gift and. deposit. In the words of the Librarian: 

"evidently what has. been achieved. out of the ordinazy 
rests largeLy ona combination of deposit arrangements 
and externaL funding". (24) 

In 1969 Warwick'University Library·received.a·three year grant 
from the Nuffield Foundation to cover·staff costs in the development 
of the statistics collection on condition that the collection would 
subsequently.be opened. to interested. parties in industry and commerce. 
In 1972 a.grant.was obtained. from. the SSRC for.the development of 
the existing economics working'papers .collection. In 1973 the 
Uni versity recei ved a four year grant of. £51,500 'to establi sh the 
Modern Records Centre in the Library. 

External financial influences thus played a crucial role in the 
initial development of special. collections at. Warwick. All had 
specific time-limits, and. in time the University assumed much 
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responsibility for the stafftng of the .collections. But even 

after this, external resources were .still of importance (25). 

In the MRC, for example, £5000 from the British library, matched 

by £5000 from an anonymous donor, paid in 1978 for a member of 

staff with spectal responsibility forcatalogutng;. £4000 came 

from the Industrial Relattons Research Unit for the same purpose 

in 1979; a four year grant came from the. Leverhulme'Trust in the 

same year, for the appointment of a member of staff responsible for 

catalogutng the CBr archive. In 1979 the Statistics Collection 

'received a.three:year grant from the'Department of. Industry in 

order to appoint an additional professional to .facilitate exploi

tation of the collection .. 

The impression such financial arrangements' give is one of 

flexibility. Because it has less direct. support than Nottingham 

from the University, the Library is forced back on to ad hoc 

arrangements in its admi.nistration and. exploitation of special 
collections. A good example of such flexibility is' the employment 

of young people under the t1anpower.Services Commissi.on Community 

Enterprise Programme: during the session 1981-82 the Statistics 

Collection and the MRC both employed one person each, on specific 

projects. 

Material is acqutred at .Warwick largely 'by' gift or deposit. 

Some purchases are possible on the part of the MRC: money was 

available from the Leverhulme Trust in the Centre's first year, 

and it has utilized. the resources -of the Victoria and Albert Museum 

Grant Fund (sessions 1974-75; 1975-76). . c 

Systematic' accessions policies are in operation for the 

statistics and the .working papers collections •. But material in 

these collections is exploited as a commercial servke. Both 

supply commerce and industry as' well as academics with information 

and both charge for their services to commercia" interests. Thus 

part of the cost of each section ~.in staff and in purchase of 
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material which cannot be obtained by gift, exchange or deposit -
is borne by the money.which each section ·generates. In the 
statistics .collection two out .of three members of. staff are paid 
for by money brought in .. by Warwick Statistics Service. In Economics 
Working Paper.s part of the clerical staffing-establishment is 
financed by. money. obtained _by arrangement with its publisher. 

The potential for wider departmental. involvement is present-,at 
Warwick as it is at Nottingham.Tlie original. purchase of eighteenth
century French plays. in 1975-76 was possible with the help of a 
contribution. from the Department of French Studies (and, inciden
tally, a .grant by the Fi!1ance and General Purposes Committee of 
University Council); and what became known as.the 'Marandet 
collection'. and housed in the Library's '.specia1 collections room', 
was added to in the summer .of 1979 again with financial help from 
the French Department (26). 

2.3 Loca 1 factors 

a) At Nottingham 

As we have seen, both the .specia1 collections department and 
the Manuscripts Department at Nottingham University Library have 
strong local collections.' 

Study and research in regional hi story have. been pursued 
since the 1920's (27) and the interests.of both academics and 
librarians have helped.evo1ve a 'strong East.Mid1ands Collection. 
This collection, together.with the geographical' position of the 
library, provides some pretext for the existence of certain. other 
of the speciaLcollections - for example, the parish libraries 
of Oakham and E1ston. The Lawrence printed collection would almost 
certainly not be such a. priority collection were' Lawrence not a 
local writer with intimate connections with the University College. 
However, the emphasis on local influences should not be overdone. 
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There is plenty of material in the special collections at 
Nottingham which. has no overt local connection. 

local influences.can.be.seen. clearly.in the Manuscripts 

Department.. Many of its. categories of. materia'l are located at 

Nottingham because. of the.library's proximityto.the material's 
source. Within each ,category, however, there may be material 
which is of little strictly local ·interest;· .. For instance, among 

the records deposited by the Trent River Authorities are the 

records of the.drainage·of Hatfie'ld\Chaseby Vermuyden in the reign 
of Charles I. Other good examples .are the groups of fami ly papers 
which can range over a variety. of subjects:. for instance, the 

Portland manuscripts contain a .quantity of Restoration verse such 

as to necessitate the compilation of a first-line index as a 
finding aid (28). 

b) At Warwick 

In the. case of special.collections at Warwick, 'local factors 

have exerted pressure. in a different direction. 

"We de Uberate 'Ly . avoided, deve'Loping ,Shakespea:t'e 01' 

wca'L history eo'Llections, wmch wer>e we'Ll-deve'Loped 
in the, a:t'ea; just as :we avoided 1'a:t'e,. books in genera'L. 
(There was no academe, interest .in, wea'Lhistory, and 
our reLations. with the Shakespea:t'e Institute were good)". (29) 

That is not to say that there'is'no 'special' material of local 
interest in Warwick University 'library. Some such :material was 

acquired,particularly in the first years of the Library (30). 
But there has never.been'a systematic' development of local material 

as a special collection as such .. 

A number of reasons.seem'to lie behind this .policy. Among these, 
it is worth pointing .out that by ,1963, when Warwick .University Library 

was. founded, many of ,the potential, local responsibilities which 
Nottingham University library had encountered in its early years had 
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been.assumed by.other bodies. Warwick. had' no necessity to act as 

the rep!lsit9ry.for local manuscript.records in the absence of a 

County Record. Office, no.r.·to preserve the records of a prominent 

local author of international stature. 

Some indication ,.of how well-established potential local 

rivals were by the time .Warwick·University .Libr~ry began assembling 

its special .collections is contained .in the collecting policy of 

the Modern Records Centre, which has from the beginning had a 

policy of 

"concentrating on nationaL rather ·than 'locaL or regionaL 
records (without, hOlUBver •. operating undBr a totaL seLf
denying ordinance. in respect of. such rrateriaL)". (31) 

2.4 Institutional factors 

A number of influences may be subsumed under the adjective 

'institutional'. Some of these are held in common by Warwick 

and Nottingham; others are not. It makes sense in this part of 

the work to approach .the two libraries in the.same section. 

The first institutional factor which requires consideration 

is the influence of the .library .'itself, or at least of librarians.' 

At Nottingham Owen. and F1ack built .upa.specia1 collection on the 

French Revolution because, it seems,. they felt.that the. Library 

,';needed' special collections, .not with particular reference to 

relevant academic departments .. At Warwick John Pemberton voiced 
the concernof'a librarian inanartic1e of 1968 where he argued that 

it was' a matter of great·.concern .thataconsiderable amount of 

r~w material for research.in the social sciences was simply not 
being collected (the suggestion being that· it was with altr(dstic 

motilles, for the sake of scholarship in general 'and indeed for 

the good name of librarianship, that. Warwick.was putting emphasis 

on the collecting of·primary sounces for the.social sciences) (32). 
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A further institutional .factor is that of the larger institu

tion, that.,isthe University in question. If. in 1937 the co:llec-

tion on local material was "in constant.use" (33),. it was because 

there was a vigorous academic interest.in regional studies in the 

University, College, Nottingham. If Warwick University Library' 

built up. research collections 'in statistics and economics it was 

because the Librarywanted.,to .. 'support',"lively":schools, of social' 

science (34). The Modern.Records Centre, would not have been created 

at Warwick had not the 'University' through catalysts such as the "', 

Industrial Relations Research ,Unit, been receptive to such a proposal. 

In the case of Warwick .ther.e::has been a more ,'intimate connection 

with academic ,departments' than' at Nottingham. Tucker ,points out that 

the Librarians of'the new'universities of the '1960's were much more 

intimately involved with the cour.se planning and'.research. activities 

of academic colleagues than the Libr.arians of older universities.· 
had been (35). That "the University Librarian was everywhere one of 

the first officers .to be appointed" (36) isa reflection of such 

involvement and.an explanation of' how libraries such as Warwick 

developed in this respect. 

Another institutional factor 'concerns both Library and 

University: the feeling on 'both sides that ,the Library should 

reflect the status of the institution. Thus in 1948 it is explicitly 

stated in the University of'Nottingham's Annual Report that the 

attainment of full University status will be a stimulus to the 

building up of a collection of ,original sources; and in 1950, 

that the,extensive,use of the Library~s Manuscript collection.will 

without doubt add to, the prestige;of the Uni versity and its 

Library (37) •. This sentirren,t has an echo in'the words of the 

Librarian at Warwick, who argues that 

"it is desirabZethat a LibraryshouZd rrr:zk.e every effort 
to attain distinction in ,some fieZd or other. for the 
sake of its aompeting university". (38) 
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A final example of institutional influence' on the deve10p-

. ment of special collections is the relative dependence of the 

library concerned on institutional largesse. Nottingham's special 

collections have depended. a . great deal-on institutions - fellow 

1 i braries, the .Univers ity. Grants Committee, the Victori a and 

A1bert Museum,' to name a few.· The picture at Warwick is more 

distinct. As child of. its time.'it has depended; as we have seen, 

on external sources such as the .Nuffie1d Foundation, the Leverhu1me 

Trust and theSSRC, to develop special collections, in the absence 

of financial initiative from its parent institution,the University 

of Warwick itself, and the Uni vers·i·ty Grants. Committee. Peter 

Tucker states that as far back as the 1960's it· was evident 

"that very UttZe would be achieved without either a 
[lOlJ Of external money.to support a specific subject 
area, or a [lOlJ oj"material ofa particular kind by 
gift or deposit" (39) 

2.5 Chance·factors 

a) At Nottingham 

The role of chance, of accident, is of considerable importance. 

The special collections librarian at 'Nottingham points out that 

the chance element has been of great importance wherever he has 

l'lorked with special collections. For exa:mp1e, it was a chance readil)g 

of an article in The Guardian in May. 1963 of an article by a woman 

who was. normally the paper's defence correspondent that led the 

Keeper of the Manuscri ptsto the co11 ection of Lawrence 1 etters 

owned by the lately-deceased :f6rmer: Louie Burrows, who was engaged 

to Lawrence for a time (40). 

It is plain that from its beginning the staff of the Library 

of the University College, Nottingham were enthusiastic for mate

'ria1which would help render the library collections' of 'special' 

importance .. It was only natural that, in the absence: of an explicit 
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acqui siti ons po 1i cy, the way. the co llecti ons, es peci ally speci a 1 

collections. grew was toa·great.extent haphazard. 

It was probably less haphazard by the time of the Second 
World War (.41) ~ but the .. crucial element :of chance still loomed 

large. The good fortune that the"Librarian of the time played such 

a large role in local National Register of ArchiVes.activity was 
reflected in the s.ize .and importance of the :Library's own collet,,·· 

tion of archives. 

The war itself - or at least the social change which, conse
quentlyornot, followed.it- exerted its effect. The picture of 

its effect on the Library is best painted by Wood in his History 
of the University College (1953): 

"Meanwhile, the break-up of estates.and the alosing 
down of large.aountry houses whiah'resulted from the 
soaia7- ahanges .wrought. by .. the:.war, were prodwing a 
rerrrzrkable addition·to the aoUege Ubrary. Within 
the spaae Of a few years. there was a prodigious infiu:x: 
of rrrznusaript rrrzterial from many loaal souraes, either 
by purahase, gift or deposit • . This by 1948 had obUged 
the Ubrary to appoint a fuU.-time arahivist and to 
ereat two new instrument rooms to house the aolleations 
Of family papers whiah fiowedin even . more rapidly t1:J!zn 
spaae.aould be provided •••. almost at one bound as it 
were ·a miniature repository Of arahives ·thus grew up 
at Highfields, with a .riah aoUeation. of rrrznusaripts 
ranging from the early ·twelfth to the nineteenth 
aentlmy •••• ". (42) 

The Annual r.eports of the ,period suppqtt what Wood says about 
the trend of the times: . additions are constantly made in the post

war·years. and important accessions are'. reported in Reports dated 
1947;1948; 1949;.1951; .1954.; 1955 .. The coincidence that this 

spate of .. frequent and rich .archivaldonations came at the very 

time when the Co.llege, from 1948 the University, was most conscious 
of the 'need'. to acquire research collections of original sources, 

was a histor.ical accident of the greatest importance for the 

development of the Manuscripts Department. 
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b) At Warwick 

The Library at Warwick grew .up in ·tandem.with the Univer.sity 
in a different. age and. in different economic circumstances: there 

was much. less lilcelihood.ofspecial.collections there· being as much 

of a chance assemblage' of material.as :at Nottingham. 

But that does.notmean.that chance'does not enter into the. 

history at Warwick .. After.all, it was the. historical accident of 
being a child_of a.particular time which dictated· much of the. 

general course of special collections development. And even the 
best laid·.lines of policy. may not be. immune to accident - witness 

the following' from the.Librarian at Warwick: 

''we.found ourselves, contrary. to our policy, UJith a 
feU) hundred .voZumes of special colZection material, 
that is UJOrks of ItaZian, French. and BngZish Zitera
ture stretching back . over tUJo 01' three centuries". (43) 

and again: 

"possibiZities of development open up almost by 
accident". (44) 

The suggestion is quite .clear. ~ that the particular:course taken 

by special collections .at· Warwick has been to a .great extent in 

the lap of. the gods. 

One.example 'of this is,the .way that the'Warwick statistics 

collection.has .turnedout to .. be so pre-eminent outside 'London. 
According. to. the Statisti cs .. Lt brarianat.' Warwick, the. ori gi na 1 
idea of.the Board.of Trade and Industry . Library. was that there 

should be. relegation of histor.ical 'and duplicate material to a 

series of regi ona 1 .centres throughout the country., Thi s regi ona 1 
system would reduce pressure .. :on London. and improve the flow of 

material to ·the provinces .. By historical' accident, Warwick 
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University Library already had'a small. statistics collection and 
thus in;']967 it received its ,first.material from London - as a 
prelude, presumably, toits .. becoming the: 'regional centre' for 
the Midlands. By chance no other. centres, materialised. Thus 
Warwick continued to recetve material, and.became a.national 
centre with one of the country's largest' collections of inter

national statistical and market research data (45). 
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SECTION· THREE 

ATTITUDES 

Section three seeks to subsume under the title 'Attitudes' 
the present. state of. special collections at. Nottingham and Warwick 
as expressed in. policy, if any, and.actions, if any, in the rele
vant sections of the 1ibrary.,.in the libraries themselves and in. 
the 1arger..institutions. It is a section which will range over 
a broad. field of issues organised into six. divisions: holdings 
and accessi ons; fi nance; exp 10ita ti on; usage; accommodation; 
and the relationship with the university in question. The first 
four divisions will look in turn at Nottingham·and Warwick divided 
as follows: Nottingham Manuscripts; Nottingham special co11ec~ 
tions; Warwick Modern Records Centre; and Warwick statistics 
and worki ng papers. 

It is hoped that much of this section.will 'speak for itself' 
insofar as. conclusions in many cases have not been explicitly 
drawo. Since it concerns present. practice, and since much of the 
material on which this section'. is based derives from personal 
interviews with those responsible for special .co11ections sections, 
it is very much a.ref1ection of the.particu1ar preoccupations of 
those people. This makes for differentiation but not for systemati
zation: there is no rigid pattern for the account of practice 
under each head. 

3.1 Holdings and accessions 

a) Notti ngham. t,Ianuscri pts Department 

To an extent the manuscript collections. at Nottingham are a 
haphazard collection of disparate records. Beyond this point, 
however, there is a distinct rationale behind the collection (1). 
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A division is possible. into a.number of distinct areas: 

within these categories a certain amount .. of growth is generated. 

For example, the !101ding of non'-conformist ch.urch records 

from Notti ngham encourages .. further .:deposits .. of iki ndred material .. 

Co 11 ecti ons .whi ch. seem to. begin. by chance -. hospi ta 1 records, 

for example - stay .to.grow.into major areas of.the·Depattment's 

interest. Likewise after a series of deposits on the part of 

present and former water.authoriti es, . the. Manuscri pts Department 

is now operating what .the .Keeper·regardsas amoiJnting to a records 

management programine for the divisions of' the .present Severn

Trent .Water 'Authority. Some recognition. of .thi s', perhaps, 1 i es 

in the fact that. the. cost of printi ng and pub li.shi ng'the catalogues 

of the Severn-Trent material has'been .borne by the.Authority itself. 

Such growth is part ef what. might' be termed' a 'passive' acqui

sitions policy:. the principle.being to sit back and wait to see 

what· comes. in .. This is espec-tally. easy. in fields where records 

can be transferred to. the Department from the moment when they 

become. no longer' current' ; this happens withcerta in of the 

hospital records at Nottingham; 

What might be termed an.'acti.ve' acquisitions policy has two 

a?pects: . one, the greater , isthe.·seeki.ng" out of. new areas. In 

the 1950's and early 1960's were encouraged.the records of indus

trial concerns;; (2) ; 'litt1e success .washad with .industry as such, 

though some good trade union material was recruited at the same 

time. 

The second aspect is the searching for useful additi ons to 

existing. collections .. In this task much' useful .work is undertaken 

by the: Hi stori ca ". Manuscripts: Commiss ion, whi ch after scanni ng 

auction room catalogues;:, operates an alerting service to interested 
. " 

institutions. 
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Cooperation in the field .of accessions is loosely organi sed. 

In ·the Depar.tment's :infancy . there. wascompetition:;with rival 

record offices (the County~'for example) .. ·Nowadays a potential 

gift or deposit is examined in terms of the questions "whose line 

is .this? Ours? Or the County's?". 

b): Nottingham.Special.collections section 

In the case of certain:of the special collections. there is 
active development. :Inotheriristances . only parLof a coll ection , 
will be expanded; Instill other cases. a collection is virtually 

'closed' ... The .East Midlands. Collection is .. added·to .constantly. 

and the Bri ggsand Lawrence .·collections conti nue to' 6e expanded. 

But collections such .as Par.ker ·.Woodward, Coventry .. Patmore ·and 

cambridge Shakespeare are 'dead'as far.as accessions are concerned. 

The French.Revolution·Collection's expansion"js ·at a very low 
ebb (3). 

Why ·this should.be so depends con a configuration of a number 

of circumstances. Part of' the. reason. first l';es. in the amount of 

use which a.collection.receives. Otherthings·beingequal. a 

collection. is more likely to be expanded when it is of demonstrable 

interest to readers. 

But other things:are not equaL' The 'worthwhile' criterion 

extends beyond the consideration' of whether the ·collection is being 
used or not. Thus. the East Midlands .Collection .is .. expanding not only 

because. of the ~nterest shown in it but. al so .. because if would be 

folly to stop. the active . development" of a very. va 1 uab le assembl age 

of material. The Br.iggs .Collection.has likewise been.developed 

partly because. of the feel ing. that there is something there of 

general good, worthwile developing. 

One is tempted to.argue that the 'local factor gives added 

stimulus to the growth of a collection.' The local ·influence holds 

for accessions to the East Midlands Collection and for the Lawrence 
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material; . therei s a tend~ncy'·for. additions to the Briggs 

collection to be material with an:·;EastMidlands. significance. 
But the local factor does not operate .. to. the exclusion of every
thing else. After' all, the Cambridge Drama .Collection is being 

expanded by transfer and purchase;-

The question of money also.enters the expansion equation. 
After the buying. pol i ci es for. the ,collections' deemed 'worthwhi le' 
have .been paid .for there seem to be few.resources left .to develop. 

the remaining collections, and little impetus.to find the money 

to do so. . But thi s bri ngs us. into .other broad areas of concern -
of finance and of, exploitation. Cooperation'isloosely developed. 
In the East Midlands .Collection.there :is asystematic attempt not 
to duplicate the.holdingsof. otber libraries. That is why "the 

collection is a .worKing one, consisting' mainly of·secondary.mate
rial" since "thecountY.Jibraries· in ·thearea.have local studies 
collections based on many years of :intensive acquisition" and the 
Uni,versity "does not compete. in coll ecting many kinds of printed 

matter".. However, there are some excepti ons to thi s rule (4). 

The other area. of cooperative. concern is the Lawrence collec

tion where there has been and 'continuesto: be .duplication with the 
County Li brary except where' an accessi on is 1 i kely to be very 
expensive, in which case .each .Library. hopes that the other will 

buy it. 

c) Warwj'ck.. Modern'·Records Centre 

The objectives of the Modern . Records Centre.'are to collect 

and make. avaUab.le· for . research. primary sources for Bri ti sh 
political, social.and economic history; with particular reference 

to labour history, industrial .. relations and industrial politics. 
As a relatively young repository with a'relatively large remit its 

accessions policy has'. been generous notwithstanding the limitations 
of its staffing establishment. It was begun, after all, as 
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Ita search and.rescue operation •. an attempt to saLvage 
vast quantities' of industriaL history . records • •• " (5) 

Acceptance."of·material is.dictated.by the nature of the material 

desired, and by the preoccupations of other repositories. Despite 

its title', the Centre' does not specifycut-off-dates. 

The collections are' beginning to develop of thei r own accord:. 

As the . fame of the Centre spreads more people are .likely to offer 

material to it directly; many single collections. are also 

developing sui/ generis,with new batches.'of 'non-current' material 

arriving to supplement original deposits. The. importance ,for 

accessions of personal contacts in the labour field is now much 

diminished. 

In the summer.of.1973, prior to the opening of the Centre 

in Ottober ... 1973, some injudicious publicity .led .some existing 

repositories.to believe that the MRC would be poaching on their 

territpry (6) .. These feats 'were allayed .. ,bythe.evidence that the 

Centre is concerned not sO'much'with local as national material. 

In general the.Centre's.polity of not conflicting with local 

repositories has resulted in few accessions of business records, 
although.some business and other. local records have occasionally 

been acquired. 

While cooperation'with other repositories is pursued, some 

overlap is unavoidable. In most cases of potential. skirmish over 

material the personal contacts which the Centre and patticularly 

the Archivist have built in almost ten.years.of.work are sufficient 

to be able to smooth things over' in advance. by means of a tele

phone call (7). 
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d) Warwick. Statistics and economics working papers collec
bons 

Both of the special collections operate a systematic access
ions pol icy •. Economics working papers is by its nature a working 
collection. It now contains some 17;000 papers, which are held 
for four years and then deposited at the British Library Lending 
Division. About.3500·papers are received each year,.most by 
standing agreement with contributing organisations (8) . 

. The current state of development of the· statistics collec
tion is probably expressed most concisely in the form of a 
quotation from the brochure of Warwick Statistics Service: 

"the geographic coverage is world-"lVide, and includes 
TIrlterial received ·wzder deposit agreements with over 
. thirty overseas nationa l statistics offices, and 
with·the EEC. There are subscriptions to the statis
tical and economic· publications of TIrlny international 
bodies such as the UN, FAO, ILO, OECD and OAPEC. In 
addition, publications of banks, trade associations 
and private research corrrpanies are received". (9) 

3.2 Finance 

a) Nottingham. Manuscripts Department 

The Manuscripts Department has never had the funds such as 
to be able to go out and buy freely on the open market. Indeed, 
it has no fund of its own and· the bulk of its collection has been 
acquired as gift or deposit. On rare occasions it will buy in the 
auction room. A·recent example gives the general pattern of 
events in such cases. Alerted by the Historical Manuscripts Commi
ssion, the Department approached the University Librarian, who 
agreed to allow money for a bid up to a certain limit, paid for 
out of general library funds. 

Larger sums than that involved in this example require 
more complicated negotiation. As we have already seen, the 
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Department .has on occasion had recourse to two external sources 
- the Victoria 'and Albert Museum Grant Fund and ·the fund admini
stered for the Arts Council by the Commi ttee for the Nat i ona 1 
Manuscript Collection of .Contemporary Writers. Such' aid is 
essential when the Department is seeking to acquire highly 
sought-after material. such as the papers of D H Lawrence. 

Much of the Department's' resources go towards the maintenance 
and exploitation of material which is given to the Library on 
deposit. A deposit may be revoked at a depositor's death (that 
is why all family material on deposit remains in its original 
family coherence rather than in, a thematic reorganisation with 
other material, which might be of more use to the researcher) 
and in such cases a repository can lose out· terribly on the. 
investment it has made in the administration of the material. 

That is what renders.a recent development concerning the 
Manuscripts Department at Nottingham of such importance. In 
April 1981. it was announced. that. the Newcastl e Coll ection had 
been accepted byth~ Treasury in part-lieu of capital transfer 
and had been 'allocated' to Nottingham University Library by the 
Secretary of State for Education.and Science. The Duke of New
castle had made his offer conditional on the collection remaining 
at Nottingham University where it had been on deposit since 1955. 
The financial and other advantages of such a course of action -
available if a collection is deemed of' pre-eminent national 
importance - is succinctly put by Welch: 

"The Keeper of .Manuscripts wouZd Zike. it to be known 
that the University appreciates this course of action 
which aZZevwtes an owner:'s tax ZiabiZities whiZe. 
recognizing' the time money and effort expended by a 
repository on a coZZection of mmuscripts of nationaZ 
importance aZready in its care. EquaZZy important it 
fuZfiZs the comtment to posterity by keeping an 
archive intact". (10) 
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b) Nottingham. Special collections section 

As far as acquisitions are concerned money-enters the field 
in only a cloudy way. Funds are not allocated. to specific sections 
of the Department •. Even .the Briggs endowment. isoccasional:ly used 
for. purchases .outside the sphere of the Bri ggs Col'l ection; After 
the 'normal' purchasing -.that is, for the most· part, the systema
tic' buying for the East Midlands and Lawrence collections- there 
is little left over, and there may be, as we have seen, little 
impetus. to expand in. certain areas. For example, the competitive 
market in the field of the French Revolution means·that there is 
little inclination to' actively collect at Nottingham: it would 
be expensive to do, with less chance of success than in less 
competitive areas' of the Department's collections. 

The special collections librarian argues that :it is not the 
expenditure 6n accessions which eats up financial resources, but 
staffing costs:· '. his in particular, together with the cost of 
the staff who work for the Department in the acquisitions and 
cataloguing sections of this Library, which areas in the field of 
special collections can be recherche and.time-consuming . 

. c), Warwick .. Modern Records Centre 

As we have seen, the Modern Records Centre has been indebted 
to external sources for its· existence and development: the Lever,
hulme Trust in 1973 and 1979; the British Library in 1978; the 
IRRU in 1979; and an anonymous donor in 1978. 

Much of the.responsibility for staffing the Centre has now 
been assumed by the University of Warwick, although there has 
been difficulty' over this responsibility. ever since the'Centre 
and the University Librarian had problems.in ,197 7 when the original 
grant from the Leverhulme Trust expired. In 1977 the University 
finally agreed to pay for two out of' the three posts created in 
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,.' . 
1973. At the end of 1979 the University finally picked up the third 
post as well. Since then there has been continuing difficulty 
over finance for the post of clerical assistant.' in the Centre. 
Having been cut to a half-time post arid having disappeared 
altogether at the end of 1980 it has now been 'recreated' as 
a full-time library' post. 

Difficulty over financing. its. staf.f establishment forces 
the Modern Records Centre to depend on raising' external grants 
for staffing for particular'projects as much as possible. 

There is nO.MRC fund. Most of its collections have been 
acquired by deposit or as gifts. Occasionally.purchases are 
made. The alerting service of the Historical Manuscripts Commis
sion is used. Sometimes money for purchases is available from 
general library funds; sources such as the Victoria and Albert 
Museum Grant Fund and the·Leverhulme Trust were used to buy 
certain material in the mid-1970's. Lack of finance -for 
accessions is not nearly so. much of a strait-jacket as.lack of 
finance for staffing for the simple reason that there is not 
much in'the MRC's field to be bought. 

d) Warwick. Statistics and economics working papers collections 

The statistics collection receives much material free of ' 
charge. Much arrives regularly by arrangement with, for·example, 
the statistical offices' of.foreign countries. Of that~,hkh is not 
free, official publications are in the Library's general budget. 
The cost of purchases on top of this is borne by the department 
itself. 

As well as providing .a'subject collection for·the relevant 
academic departments in the University of Warwick ,the collection 
is run, under the. title "Warwick Statistics Service", as a 
commercial operation •. This does not produce a net gain to the 
Library (11). However, the Service, freed from overheads such as 
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1 i ghting, postage and telephone charges, does .'make money' out 
of which'it covers the salaries of two out-of the collection's 
three staff. 

·The development of the statistics collection has been partly 
dependent on grants from external sources, as we have seen: in 
1969 from the Nuffield Foundation' and in 1979 from the Department 
of Industry. 

Economics working papers spends very, little'on accessions. 
Most of its material is acquired by· arrangement with other 
organizations by gift or exchange. It, too, is run as a conuner
cial service"as well as an academic service. It has an agreement 
with an American publisher which deals with sales of'reports held 
at Warwick: Warwick provides the bibliographic :control. Part of 
the clerical assistance for, the administration of the collection 
is pa i d for with money deri ved from the pub 1 i sher: The worki ng 
papers collection was, like the statistics collection; indebted to 
an external grant: in 1972 the SSRC provided the'resources to help 
develop the existing working papers collection and in particular 
investigate into what type of subject index would be most suitable 
as a form of bibliographic control (12). 

3.3 Exploitation 

,a) Nottingham. Manuscr,ipts Department 

There can be no doubt· that the staff of the Manuscripts Depart
ment are under pressure. ,Understaffing has'been a'; characteristic 
of the Department for some years. In 1950 it was stated that the 
complement of staff in the Manuscripts· section continued to be too 
small to meet the demands made on it (13). In the session 1958-59 
it was decided that because, of the backlog of cataloguing and 
inadequate staffing the Department would discontinue detailed 
catalogues and substitute lists instead (14). The present-day 
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Department appears to be short of staff sti 11. In recent years 
·the Keeper has .been gratified to point to increasing usage of the 
Department's materials but has fe1t·the necessity' to state that 
this causes strain on the staff; that the staffing position is 
inadequate; or 'continues·to give cause.for.concern' (15). 

At present the staff of the Department comprises three 
professionals, and three. non-professionals; . the Keeper, Assis
tant Keeper and the Archives Assistant; two secretaries and a 
store-room assistant. Together this team· has a considerable 
number· of years of experience: the Keeper emphasizes that what 
the Department lacks in terms of finding aids is' partly compen
sated for by the knowledge which each member of staff carries 
around .in his or her head . 

. Also given emphasis by the Keeper is a different attitude 
regarding accessions from that of a librarian. An archivist's 
first duty.is perceived to be preservation, not exploitation. 
Readers come, if you like, in second place. Pressure from readers 
causes the sorting and listing and general care of manuscripts -
the prime function of the archivist - to suffer (16). Neverthe
less it must be pointed.out that the Department at Nottingham 
does have a reputation for good and helpful service to its 
readers. 

The pressure caused by readers·'· visits and requests for 
material is compounded by the other preoccupations' of the 
department. A vigorous policy of exhibiting is followed. Nor
mally three major exhibitions a year.are mounted, each' by a pro
fessional member of staff in turn, although at present because of 
pressure from other quarters only two exhibitions are being put 
up each session. 

There is.a constant flow of group visits, for which a small 
display is usual1y.mounted: the work of preparation involved in 
this renders each visit particularly time-consuming. 
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In addition to this there are issued'a number of publica
tions. First, there are published catalogues and lists of 
collections (of which, the prime example, is the illustrated 
catalogue of D H Lawrence material, held by the Department, pub
lished,in 1979). Second,there are' 'archive teaching units', 
which originated in the session '1964-65, (17) as a joint effort 
between the Department and vi si ting groups' of teachers to exploit 
material for use in the teaching of history. Since then a number 
of uriitshave been produced and published on ,the commercial 
market. Unit numberfive,is a, typical example (18): concerning 
the 1745 Jacobite rebellion, it is based 'on the Pelham Papers in 
the Newcastle Collection. 

b) Nottingham. Special collections section 

Michael Brook was appointed 'special collections librarian' 
in 1972 when, by means of. ,'new development money' allocated 
over'the past two sessions, the University'Library expanded its 

'complement of professional staff (adding, also a reference libra
rian and'a librarian for the student loan collection, for'example) 
(19). Prior to this appointment the precise responsibility for 
the maintenance and exploitation of the special'collections 
appears - today - to ,be unclear; evidently the East Midlands 
Collection was cared for by,a Librarian with a keen research 
interest in regional ,matters. Brook ,himself was appointed on the 
strength of his experience, of local studies collections. 

The special ,collections librarian works'with a half-time junior 
assistant. Much work is undertaken by other sections (acquisi
tions, for example) on behalf of·the special collections depart
ment just as for any other academic division in the Library. But 
there is an increasing workload on the department itself. For 
example, changes in the cataloguing,section at the end of the 
session 1982-83 mean that the special collections librarian will 
begin again, after a lapse of some, years, the work of classification. 
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The increase in pressure on staff adds' weight to the 
view that· he 'ought really to be assisted ·by a full time senior 
library assistant. The present level of staffing seems adequate 
to cope with the daily round. of readers; Shortage'of staff has 
never. prevented the Department .. accepting~ a gift or donation. 
But lack. of staff. time does 'restrict services.' More could be 
done to exploit material. For example, updates are needed of 
certain'handlists which date from the early 1970's; and publi
cations is a field very little-exploited (though a bibliography 
of the lace .industry has recently-been issued by the Department, 
-in an edition of 100). 

c) Warwick. Modern Records Centre 

Staffing arrangements at the MRC have already been partly 
touched on. At present it runs as follows: - on uni vers ity money, 
the Archivist, the Assistant Archivist-and a clerical -Records 
Assistant; on Leverhulme money, an Archives Assistant, employed 
specifically to catalogue the CBI .archive received by the Centre 
in 1979, but also participating-in the day-to-daY'running of the 
Centre. 

As befits its initial designation as a 'rescue' operation the 
MRC's emphasis has'been similar to that which the Keeper at 
Nottingham perceives as the archivist's prime function: 

"the emphasis of the Centre's lJOrkUJiU. be primarily 
laid on searah and resaue.and·only seaondarily on the 
LJOrk of aataZoguing and-indexing, by means of liIhiah 
aaquisitions are made fuUyready for researah". (20) 

However, this statement was made early in the MRC's history and 
the rate of acquisitions has now slowed down somewhat. In any 
case from the earliest days of theMRC a positive information 
and publication programme has been envisaged and implemented. 
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"In order to achieve the lJJidest possibLe' use of the 
Centre's hoUings everyeffort.;is made to secure 

, pubLished notices of its accessicns. which in practice 
aLso serve to suggest ,the Centre as a possibLe reposi
tory for undeposited .records". '(21) 

The list of publications ,is now'extensive~ Obviously there 
are cataloguing backlogs, given the short period of existence of 
the Centre and the I imitations on staff time: but a number of 
catil10gues have appeared, and a number 'have been printed. The 
task of ,publicity has encouraged other publications. There is 
the'annual,Report for'the session; the Guide to'the collections 
(1977) and a Supplement to the Guide (1981); a quarterly, now 
twice-yearly Infonnation bulletin giving, details of latest 
accessions; a number of leaflets (on '-for example, the Taff Vale 
and'Osborne cases) based on material in the Centre; and, some 
books based on extracts from material in the collections, (A 
shop steward ,at 'Oxford has been followed'byA postman's round 
1858-61) . 

The likely result of publicity is, of course, an increase 
in use by researchers, which in turn ,increases the pressure on 
staff., A balance has to be achieved between the 'backroom' work 
of cataloguing; the work of infonnation; and the flow of readers 
and requests.' 

It was decided ~n the early days of the Centre that it was 
not worthwhile exhibiting as such in the University. However, 
displays are put together for group'visits; and':the Centre will 
sometimes collaborate on a display. It recently provided mate
rial for an exhibition put together by the University's philosophy 
librarian on the occasion of the death of Arthur Koestler • 
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d) Warwick. Statistics and economics working'papers collec
tions 

The stati:stics collection has a' staff of three:' two "infor
mation officers~ and one 'clerical officer' .. As the Warwick 
Statistics Service they provide ; 

/la aommeraiaZ. information servioe' whiah offers 
aaaess to one of the aountry's Zargest aoZZeations 
of internationaZ. statistioaZ.and market researah 
eJata. as weH as expert staff 'assistanae "~. (22) 

A search and.report service is carried out for either subscribers 
or occasional enquirers. An enquiry maY'require anything from a 
specified figure to a dossier of. tables or a written desk report. 
An innovation of recent years. is the .'client evening' or 
'seminar'.for users of the service, at which displays are mounted 
and outside speakers visit. The seminars are increasingly popular 
and remunerative. 

At the same.time the statistics collection staff service 
academi c enqui ri es from i nsi de and outs i de the Uni vers ity, acti ng 
in these cases as subject 1 ibrarians just as in any subject divi
sion of the University Library. 

Small~scale displays are occasionally mounted. 

There is a systematic publications programme. There is a 
regularly monthly news bulletin, and. occasionally' comprehensive 
reports are issued: the latest (April 1983) is entitled' The coun
ties and regions of the United Kingdom: a.statistical· and econo
mic review of local authority areas. 

The working papers collection is administered bY'clerical 
staff and with part of the time of the Library's economics 
librarian. As we have seen, part of. the cost 'of clerical assis
tance is borne by the commercial service, but the collection has 
lost a half-time assistant since the University felt .unable to 
renew the post in session 1980-81 (23). 
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Newspapers are listed in one or other of two Contents 
journals for current awareness. purposes (24). Every six months 
is published the Economics Working Papers Bibliography, the fruit·. 
of a collaborative project between.the University Library, the 
Center for International Studies at the.University of Pittsburgh 
and the Trans-Media Publishing Company of New York. '. Trans-Media 
also deals with the sales of the papers in the collection by 
means of a microfilm service. The Collection at Warwick itself 
is concerned with the inter-library loan service: in:.1980-81 
3635 loans or copies were sent out (25). 

3.4 Usage 

a) Nottingham. Manuscripts Department· 

From figures alone, usage of the Department appears to be 
increasing. 

Visits, 1976-1982 (26) 

1976-77 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82 

Individual visits 634 699 665 926 836 1204 
MSS produced 27812 46393 47033 42142 36186 52186 

The pattern of usage varies. Sometimes there appears to be 
among users very few Nottingham students; at other times the 
number increases. In a recent annual report the Keeper urges that 
more staff and students at Nottingham 'University should become 
interested in topics based on the wealth of material in the manu
script collections (27). But she recognizes that such usage is 
beyond the control of the Department: it depends greatly on 
individual members of ,the academic staff. There are far more readers 
from outside the University than from within. 
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Although it holds similar material to that contained in the 
County ·Record Office, the emphasis of 'usage at·the University 
Department is different. There are more scholars and fewer 
amateurs, at the ,University. However; the Manuscripts Depart
ment is completely open - unlike the University Library as a 
whole - to bona fide users whether professional or not. 

The question "who ·is this Department. for?" is given an 
interesting twist insofar as'both the Keeper 'and Assistant Keeper 

.undertake some teaching based on material in the collections. 
'The Assistant Keeper works with adult education groups and.has 
contributed to teaching in the University departments of history 
and archeology;' the Keeper. conducts classes in palaeography for 
students in relevant academic departments .. (28). 'This teaching 
is a mixed blessing. It increases the staff commitment to 'frOnt 
of house' rather than 'backroom' work. such as cataloguing and 
listing;'. at the same time 'it increases the usage of original 
material and introduces students to the wide range' of sources 
contained in the collections. 

b) Nottingham.· Special collections' section' 

The Department serves as a repository for, material of much 
l'Iiderpotential interest than is contained in the University alone. 
Although'academic interests have"as we have seen, created certain 
influences on the development of the collections, the specific way 
that much of the special collections have developed means that they 
are far from being a direct reflection of academic preoccupations 
in the University. 

A number of departments have connections with' parts of the 
Special Collections Department ~ particularly with the Lawrence 
Collection, the drama Collections, and the Briggs Collection, but 
above all with the East Midlands Collection. The history department 
now offers a course in regional history which is of' direct rele
vance'to the latter. 
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Many parts of the section'scollections are very little 
used: Parker 1400dwardand Coventry-Patmore spring to mind. 
There is. however. an ebb and flow to the pattern: the French 
Revolution.Collection has, for example. ·been·used·more frequently 
recently. 

The level of. University use varies. as does the frequency 
and level of use from outside the University. Outside·amateur 
use is.quite vigorous: there are a fair number. of genealogical 
enquiries. and a trickle of mail enquiries - in each of these 
cases. however, the County Library may·be better qualified to 
help. 

No figures are available for the. number of readers. There 
are figures for loans from the East Midlands Collection: usage 
of this by loan appears, if: any thing, to have declined since 
records were begun in 1977. 

c) Warwick. Modern Records Centre 

The Centre's rigorous information programme is specifically 
designed in order to encourage exploitation of the material by 
researchers. The Archivist argues that he is walking a tightrope 

. between the twin pressures of national and indeed international 
appeal. and the lowlier needs of users ·such as second- and third
year undergraduates. 

It was implicit in the original proposals· from the MRC that 
if it was successful it would be of national stature in its field. 
The overall number of users - at· all· levels - continues to 
increase. The Current rate of flow is indicated· by figures which 
show 300 individual research visits in.the period October 1982 
to March 1983. Interest .within the University continues to grow 
but there are always more outside than inside users. Increasing 
use by.undergraduates, particularly those ·reading politics, has 
been documented (29). 
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d) Warwick. StatiStics and economics"working'papers . collections 

It has been. argued, as.we have seen, that the Librarians of 

. the new universities. found themselves much. more intimately 

involved with the course planning and research activities of 

their academic colleagues than had hitherto occurred' in British 

universities (30). The collections at. Warwick reflect this 

involvement with academic, preoccupations to an extent. 

The statistics collection began 1 ife to service the keen 

interest of the Department.of Economics and a growing school of 

industrial and business studies .. There still remains a reason-

ab 1 e amount of academi c use of: the co 11 ecti on, es peci ally among 

researchers. Most university usage is by staff and postgraduates 

(for whom. practital. sessions in,the use of·the collection may be 

arranged (31)), rather than .undergraduates .·:Iilterested departments 
include those of economics, business studies, .management science, 

and others with a fringe interest in the material offered -
history and geography,for example. However, David 'Mort would 

suggest that one element behind the establishment of a Statistics 

Service on a commercial basis was a disappointing academic response 

to the range of material in the collection. 

Economics.working. papers is a collection which directly 

supports the departments of Economics (which has to an extent 

lost interest in 'statistical material') and others concerned 
with business studies and management. It, ·too, is run partly as 

a commercial service in addition to its.strictly academic role. 

By 1976-77'it.had gained a reputation in other. countries'as being 
the only service of its kind (32); 

It has been argued that the cOl1llllerci a 1 servi ces offered. by 

Economi cs Worki ng Papers and the Warwi ck Stati sti cs Servi ce are 

necessary to provide outside users .with.information because 

existing national or regional services' (that is,inter-library' 

loan systems) lack the level. of direct, often personal contact 

necessary for the requisites. of their customers (33). At all events, 
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both services can point to continuing. commercial success. 

Enquiries. to the Statlstics:Servicefrom commerce and 
industry arrive mostly by telephone. The total number of 
calls is approaching 1000 a year. Personal visits number about 
120 'at present. and the number of users continues ·toincrease as 
the reputation of the Service becomes more wi de1yknown' (34). 

Economics Working Papers has no personal visits on a sig
nificant scale since it is concerned largely with bibliographic 
work and inter-library loans by mail. It continiJes·to be used 
by academics and economists across the world: sales and loans 
remain fairly constant. 

3.5 Accommodation 

At the University of Nottingham the Manuscripts Department 
and the Special Collections section occupy purpose-built 
accommodation on the ground floor of the'ten-year-01d arts 
and social sciences library. Here are a suite of rooms which 
almost entirely fulfil the criteria of adequacy suggested by 

'Cox (35). In discussing the requirements for rare books and 
special collections he argues for: strict control of temperature 
and humidity; security; material. kept in a style fitting their 
importance; .reading rooms capable of close supervision; an 
exhibition' area which in .contrast should allow easy entrance and 

.a free flow of traffic under general supervision; a seminar room 
which will permit 'teaching from' the material itself; and a 
conservation work-room. Whereahe Library at Nottingham fails is 
in the provision for close supervision 'of the reading room. The 
Keeper of the Manuscripts points out that the tables in what 
amounts to the reading area for both sections are obscured by the 
stacks holding the East, Midlands' collection. 
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At the University of Warwick special collections have 
grown up - to a large extent unanticipated - in the library 
building. which opened in 1966. The statistics collection 
occupies almost the whole of the top; that is: the fifth, floor. 

'Economics'working papers 'is tucked'away in acorner'of what is 
offi ci ally the 'sci ences' floor (although a move 'to the fi fth 
floor is imminent).' The Modern Records Centre has been' obllged. 
fawte de mieux, to expand in piecemeal 'fashion in one half of 
the Library's ground floor. The'bulk of'its material' is'now 
housed in the ,Library's, adjacent store, built not for'the Centre 
but to hold the Library's relegated stock: according to the 
Atkinson plan. It moved into the store ,in spite of uncertainties 
over its physical-condition, (36). The Centre-which by the nature 
of its material offers the closest parallel with the arrangements 
for special collections at Nottingham - fulfills Cox's criteria 
of security and supervision, but no others. 

3.6 'Relationship with the university 

Some aspects of 'the relationship between special collections 
and the university as'a whole have been discussed in earlier sec
tions. Certain elements of this relationship remain to.be 
emphasized. 

One element which must be borne in mind ;s',thabin',any,:assess
ment of the relationship, external factors play a large role -
that is, factors beyond the control of the institution. It is 

'too simplistic to infer from the present position of special 
collections at, say, Warwick, a deliberate policy on the ,part of 
the institution., It remains true that in the absence of dec'lared 
policy to the contrary; present practice is often all there is 
to depend on in trying to reach an assessment 'of ,the position. 
But on no account must external circumstances be forgotten. This 
should be borne in mind throughout the present section. 
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The example of Warwick is illuminating. Pol,icy towards 
special collections is to a large'extentdependent on' finance::. 
and the flow of money to a universi;ty' is dependent on the state 
of a number of external .factors - the University Grants Committee 
in particular,.and the political' colour and' economic ·temperature 
of the nation in general. 

Special collections at Warwick were'seen almost' from the 
start as space-hoggers: in 1971 the statistics material was 
singled' out as·the main culprit· responsible for the library 
building filling up prematurely (37); with the prospect of an 
archives division it was fully anticipated that there would be 
increased pressure on space (38). By the mid~1970's the Univer
sity Grants Committee was being perceived as no friend of special 
collections at Warwick because of the amount of shelving they 
occupied (39); the Librarian .continues. toimpress"upon the 
representatives of the Committee the necessity for adequate 
consideration of the special collections, which form the main 
part of the Library's claim to be a centre of excellence (40). 

It is an accident.of.history that the external circumstances 
in which the University of Nottingham grew. up were very different 
from those experienced. by the University of.Warwick. If Notting-. 
ham had received its charter in 1965 it would surely have experienced 
the sort of problems which Warwick has, with. all the attendant 
inferences which might:follow concerning·the institution.'S-.:commit-
ment to special collections • 
library. was opened in 1973. 

Instead, Nottingham's showpiece 
. Meanwhile·the Modern·Records Centre 

at Warwick, also opened in 1973, has grown up to the external 
accompaniment of the Oil Crisis, hyper-inflation, and a contrac
tion in higher education: .all.this relegating even further into 
the future the "purpose-built Records Centre" mooted in 1975 as 
"a feature of the University and 'as an. appropriate national 
repository for trade union materials" (41). But who can say for 
sure that,. given the resour.ces, the University of Harwick would 
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not have bui It- and mi ght not bun d - such a Centre? 

A further· element .in the relationship between the University 

and the special collection is the propensity of the latter to 

grow in the direction of an independent existence. 

Some special collections develop to such an extent· that they 

acqui r.e their own momentum.·Recurrent· archives will expand 

almost by themselves •. At Nottingham; for example, during the 

sessions 1966-67 and 1981-82 ·accessions in the Manuscripts 

Department took the form mainly of additions .to existing co11ec

tions(42). Moreover. the special collection can become Cl base 

for research in its own right, rather than simpli containing the 

raw material for research by other academics. The statistics 

collection at Warwick has provided the foundation for two research 

projects on statistics: one, begun ·in session 1973-74, an ·investi

gation into the task of providing subject access to a whole range 

of international statistics (43); the second, a British Library 

grant awarded recently for a comprehensive assessment of non

official statistics published· in the United Kingdom (44). 

In such ways special collections become less and less adjuncts 

of the university library and develop their own raisons d'etre. 

This process is compounded by the evolution of special collections 

departments as public repositories with significance at regional 

or national level. In discussing the UGC's seeming· reluctance to 

give adequate consideration to special collections in university 

libraries, Humphreys emphasizes that 

!!it is this regional. 'and· national.· duty of universities 
and l.ocal. authorities which has been so pubLic-spiritedl.y 
accepted in the past which must be emphasizedcmdcontinued 
in the future". (45) 

Good recent examples of what he meanscome·from Nottingham 

University. In the special collections· section, the.session 1980-81 

was marked by the receipt on deposit of the parish 1 ibrary of 

Oakham and the bulk of the library of the Thoroton Society. 
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Both deposits strengthened the East Midlands collection, and at 
the same time the University helped 'prevent the dispersal of 
local collections of ,importance '(46). The significance of the 
Manuscripts Department is illustrated by the allocation to it in 
19B1 of the Newcastle ,Collection - of 'pre-eminent' national 
importance; and by the formal designation in 1979 of the Depart
ment - after due inspection by an officer of the Public Records 
Office -'as the repository for the, records of hospitals in the 
local health district. 

As we have seen, the development of research collections 
,at Warwick has echoed Sloman's opinion that the way to excellence 
in a new university is through concentration of resources (47); 
Warwick's special collections are also of national, indeed 
international significance. Of them the Modern Records Centre 
fulfils the role of repository (the statistics and working papers 
collections are rather up~to-date working collections), and the 
Centre may fairly be said to have 'arrived' with its acquisi
tion of the Victor Go11ancz papers (1977), the CBI archives 
(1979) and'the type-scripts of Richard Crossman's diaries (1980). 

Despite the evident importance of certain special 'collections 
- indeed, perhaps because of it - the larger institution of 
which the library is a constituent often 'appears to'find it 
very easy to turn its back on ,its special collections. 

At Warwi ck the Li bra ri an discerns a certa i n na rrow-mi ndedness 
on'the part of the academic community. He argues that he has had 
to make p1enty,of noise concerning the statistics collection in 
order to convince the University that it is' a serious and 
worthwhile service; and he has,worked hard to persuade some 
of his academic colleagues that in the Modern Records Centre 
they have something of'which,the university can be proud (48). 
Even an:-apparent1Y well-established arrangement such as the special 

, collections at Nottingham University is not immune ,from 
apparent neglect on the part of the university; we have seen 
that in the Manuscripts Department, for example, there is 
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increasing pressure on a'l imited ··number of professional 
staff, with no prospect of reli'ef. 

It may be that ·the growth' of certain special collections 
in the direction of their own'raisons.d'etre alienates' those ~ 

whose responsJbility it is to'· finance such special collections, 
It is certainly·possible·that the'expenditure of university 
resources on projects of a wider,.public benefice rankles with 
academic departments concerned to .protect·their own' budgets. 
(This is not the .place for adiscussion.on the responsibility 
of the Universities to. the community at large). The ~.eeper 

of the Manuscripts at Nottingham sees no apparent resentment 
there at the resources. which go 'towards what are·often·largely. 
non-university ventures. She would cite those academic 
departments at Nottingham'whose members have to visit other 
institutions.and other repositories in the course of their 
research as sympathi zers wi th the work of her.: Department. 
However this leaves. a number of departments - particularly 
in sciences - where such an understanding might be lacking. 
At all events, quite what the powers-that-be at Nottingham 
think of the Library's special collections is, as the 
special collectionslibrarJan points out, difficult to 
fathom (49). 

It is less likely that academic diffidence at Warwick 
towards special collections is because !if the organisation of 
some of them as commercial' services; Such organization is 
concomitant with the continuing"phenomenon which' has become 
dubbed 'Warwick University Limited' (50). The Vice-Chancellor 
of Warwick, Jack Butterworth, has never been squeamish about 
entrepreneunal :initiatives (51)., and th~ir. presence in the 
university library is a reflection of the role of business 
values in the university as a whole, . Indeed, David ~'ort would 
argue that academics at Warwick are less hostile about his providing 
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a commercial statistics service to' industry than might be 
expected of academics in comparable institutions (52). 

The guid pro guo which a.university receives' for having 
invested in the library's special collections can be classed 
broadly as presti ge. As we have seen, . the. desi re for' prestige 
has occasionally been an explicit motive behind·the assembling 
of special collections. Prestige can take a number'of forms: 
it can be explicit or implicit;. public, or limited to a parti
cular. academic' field. There is, for. example, the.general academic 
prestige of a constant flow of. scholars to the university, 
drawn by the magnet· of a 'particular special collection. 

To conclude this section one 'prestigious' example will 
be taken from each institution. 

At Nottingham the D·H Lawrence exhibition of 1980, 
"vepY ~a:t'ge~y the wopk of the· keepep of rirznusaPipts ", . was 
acknowledged in the Report of·the·librarian: 

"The paniaipation of [Jp PhiUp LaPkin in the opening 
aeremony in May, and the aonfePment of an honopapy 
degree in Ju~y on MP Geopge ·LazaPUs,.fop many yea:t's 
a great fPiend of the. LaW'enae aoUeations, had the 
effeat of bPinging the UbmpY into the pubUa eye in 
a mope positive way than usua~". (53) 

At Warwick national exposure was achieved in 1978 by means 
of a piece in The Times: 

"The .Modem BeaoPdB' Cent2'eat WCLPbJickUnivepsity has 
sucaeeded in pesauing from obZivion impoptant apeas 
of modem Ufe, in :paptiau~ sOUPae doauments Of the 
modem LabouP movement and industPia~ pewtions, 
whiah wou~d othe1'r.1ise have no memoPia~. 

It has just finished its foundation pePiod, pub~i8hed 
the fipst guide to its ho~dings, and is estab~ished 
as the best peaoro of those things". (54) 
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FINAL WORD 

The aim of this piece of work was to throw some light 

on broad. issues concerned with .special collections in univer

sity libraries. As was pointed out in the introduCtion, com

parisons. have been inevitable, although some care has been 

taken to avoid direct comparison where it would be unnecessary 

and, indeed, invidious to do so. 

Much of the discussion .has revolved around the fact that 

the history and. circumstances of special collections at Warwick 

and Nottingham are in many ways dissimilar .. In retrospect it 

seems worthwhile highlighting how much both institutions have 

in common in this respect. On a general level certain things 

are clearly common to both: the personal· influences on the 

development of collections, financial pressure, shortage of staff, 

are subjects which spring to mind. Even at specific level there 

are common experiences: Nottingham, like the 110dern' Records Centre, 

has, it will be recalled, experienced the'difficulties of acquiring 

business archives. 

But the similarities should not be over-emphasized. It is 

the dissimilarities, the contrasts, which serve to illuminate' the 

spec:ific experience of each institution. Special collections at 

Warwick - ~Ihere there have been intimate links with academic 

departments .in theamassing of special.collections, and where the 

Library' has depended on, and been attuned to, gaining external 

grants for, thei r ·development - are clearly a very different 

. phenomenon than they have been and.are at Nottingham. It is hoped 

that this dissertation .has revealed something.of·their different 

approaches to th'e provision of research collections. 
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